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Abstract—Sensitivity of Phosphorus dopant placement to the
channel size of highly doped silicon nanowires is studied using a
10-band sp3d5s∗ tight-binding approach coupled to self-consistent
simulations. Extending the simulation scope to realistically sized
nanowires, we observed that uniform doping does not necessarily
reduce the channel energy compared to surface-oriented doping
when the diameter of a nanowire cross-section is smaller than
20nm, whilst uniform doping lowers the energy, making the chan-
nel more stable at larger cross-sections. This size-dependency,
firmly connected to the recent experiment, is understood well in
detail by investigating channel electrostatics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Placing dopants in semiconductor nanocrystals causes re-
markable fluctuation in electrical and material properties. It
therefore has the potential as a key control factor for device
engineering [1], [2], [3], [4], invoking the strong needs for
understanding a pattern or a rule of thumb in dopant placement
that can serve as a guideline for potential device design. A
recent experimental work performed by Xie et al. [2], studied
phosphorus (P) dopant placement in free-standing circular
silicon (Si) nanowires, where, by measuring the shift of a
threshold voltage, it presented an experimental message that
dopant placement is not likely to be uniform and tends to be
surface-oriented when the diameter of a channel cross-section
is smaller than ∼20nm. While the result itself is interesting
enough to attract experimentalists who are keen in building
devices using doped nanowires, the relation between channel
size and dopant placement is not yet fully understood in a
theory perspective.

Dopants in nanowires interplay with strong quantum con-
finement such that details needs to be understood using a
fully quantum-mechanical approach rather than classical bulk
physics. Using an atomistic tight-binding approach coupled
to Schröedinger-Poisson self-consistent simulations that has
been validated by previous studies of highly P δ-doped Si
devices [4], [5], [6], [7], we extend the simulation scope to
realistically sized nanowires that are fundamentally hard to
be calculated using first-principle theories such as Density
Functional Theory [8], with which only surface- and interface-
related dopant placement have been studied so far due to a size
limitation [9], [10]. This study presents a solid understanding
of the dependency of dopant placements on the channel size,
establishing a strong connection to the experimental work [2].

Fig. 1. Geometry and electronic structures of P-doped Si nanowire. (a)
A 28nm, free-standing circular [110] nanowire supercell that is assumed to
be periodic along the transport direction. (b) Bandstructure in equilibrium.
Ionized donors pull down conduction sub-bands below Si bulk conduction
band minimum. (c) Spatial distribution of electron density and (d) potential
energy projected onto the channel cross-section indicates electrons are strongly
confined near to donor sites.

II. MODELING APPROACH

[110] transport-oriented P-doped Si nanowires are repre-
sented with supercells that are assumed to be periodic along
the transport direction as shown in Fig. 1(a). Structures of
nanowire supercells are represented atomistically using a 10-
band sp3d5s∗ tight-binding approach with no considerations
of spin-orbit couplings [11]. The tight-binding Schrödinger
equation is solved together with a 3D Poisson equation to
obtain equilibrium channel electrostatics self-consistently [4],
[7], where the potential energy is corrected by Local Density
Approximation to consider carrier interactions in dense doping
systems [12]. Despite being assumed to be periodic along the
transport direction, nanowire supercells are still too large to
be handled by Density Functional Theory, such that they have
8,672-23,618 atoms depending on the size of the channel cross-
section directly comparable to the experiment [2].

We note the methodology described here has been validated
well via various previous modeling works, which have success-
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Fig. 2. Simulated nanowire supercells. A total of 15 [110] nanowire supercells are simulated to understand the sensitivity of dopant placements to the channel
size. For each of five sizes of the channel cross-section, three different phases of dopant placements are considered - Phase I where dopants are surface-oriented,
Phase II where some donors start to move to the inner side of the channel, and Phase III where donor-distribution is quite uniform. All the nanowire supercells
are assumed to be doped with an average density of ∼2×1019cm−3.

fully explained donor physics such as electronic properties of
P δ-layers in Si bulk [7], Ohmic conduction of atomic-scale
P-doped channels buried in Si bulk [4], [6], electron transport
in single-atom transistors [5], and binding-energy spectra of
Coulomb-confined Si double quantum dot [13].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structure of P-doped Si nanowire

A supercell of the P-doped free-standing [110] Si nanowire
is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the channel has a 28nm cross-
section and is densely doped with an average doping density
of ∼2×1019cm−3. Positive P-ions in the nanowire channel
create attractive Coulombic force such that electrons are bound
to each donor site. Although the channel remains charge-
neutral in equilibrium, the P-ion (point charge) cannot be per-
fectly screened by electrons (cloud charge), such that a sharp
confinement potential barrier is formed near each donor site.
Consequently, each donor can be interpreted as a localized
quantum dot.

When the channel is densely doped, however, these donor
quantum dots start to couple one another even in equilibrium,
creating paths for electron transport. Incompletely screened
positive P-ions pull down these paths (donor bands) below
undoped bulk Si conduction band minimum (CBM) as shown
in Fig. 1(b). The charge and potential profile shown in Figure

1(c) and 1(d), respectively, represent the strong confinement
created by P-atoms. A set of occupied donor bands (Fig. 1(b))
have finite effective masses such that they serve as paths for
electron conduction, indicating the delocalization of P-donor
quantum dots in densely doped nanowires.

B. Dopant placement and channel size

To carefully explore the channel-size dependency of dopant
placement, we simulated a total of 15 supercell-configurations
that are illustrated in Fig. 2. For each of five different sizes of
a nanowire channel cross-section (diameter = 12, 16, 20, 24
and 28nm), three different dopant placements are considered
- the initial stage where dopant placement is surface-oriented
(Phase I), the intermediate stage where some donors start to
move to inner sides of the channel (Phase II), and the final
stage where donors are placed quite uniformly as they are
in Si bulk (Phase III). All the supercells are assumed to be
[110] transport-oriented with an average doping density of
∼2×1019cm−3.

Fig. 3(a) shows channel dispersions for three different
doping configurations in a 12nm/28nm nanowire, where zero
energy refers Si bulk CBM. Despite of the same average
doping density, an interesting feature is observed from 28nm
channels such that the energy of occupied sub-bands generally
reduces as dopants are distributed more uniformly (Phase I
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Fig. 3. Bandstructure and channel energy of P-doped Si nanowires.
(a) Nanowire bandstructure for a channel diameter of 12nm and 28nm. As
doping becomes more uniform (Phase I → Phase III), the channel of a larger
cross-section shows a clear reduction of the Fermi-energy while the shift is
negligible in the channel of smaller cross-sections. (b) For large cross-sections
(diameters ≥ 20nm), the channel energy reduces as dopant distribution is more
uniform. For smaller cross-sections, however, this does not necessarily happen,
indicating surface donors may not be likely to diffuse into the channel.

→ Phase III), which does not necessarily happen in 12nm
channels. Fig. 3(b) shows the channel energies that are evalu-
ated by Fermi-Dirac integral of channel dispersions for all the
supercells (illustrated in Fig. 2). For channel cross-sections ≥
20nm, the channel energy reduces as dopants are distributed
more uniformly. For smaller cross-sections, however, this is not
true, indicating that surface donors are not likely to diffuse into
the channel. Our result here presents a strong connection to
the experimental conclusion given in Ref. [2], which claimed
that, for nanowires smaller than 22nm, P-dopants are likely to
remain near the channel surface during the process of nanowire
synthesis [2].

To understand why this pattern happens, we performed the
another set of simulations changing the position of a single
P-atom in a 20nm nanowire as shown in Fig. 4(a). From Fig.
4(b), we see that the channel energy increases as the dopant
placement becomes closer to the surface, and the increasing
becomes sharp when donors are placed within ∼4nm near
the surface. This can be understood by exploring charge and
potential energy profile shown in Fig. 4(c). If the P-atom is
placed near the surface, the donor ion becomes harder to be
fully screened along the direction towards the surface because
there is no enough space for electrons to be piled. To maintain
the charge-neutrality, the channel cannot but fill electrons in

Fig. 4. Sensitivity of channel electrostatics to dopant placement and its
effect on channel energy. (a) To study how a single dopant placement changes
the channel energy, we performed simulations by changing the position of a
single P-donor in a 20nm circular channel. (b) Channel energy plotted as a
function of dopant position. We observe that the channel energy increases as
the donor is placed closer to the channel surface. (c) Electron density and
potential energy profile plotted as a function of dopant position. When a P-
atom is placed near the channel surface, the donor ion cannot be fully screened
due to a lack of space. To meet the charge-neutrality, electrons cannot but
spread towards directions where there is enough space, raising the potential
energy.

directions where there is enough room into which electrons
can be piled. The spread of electrons towards the inside of the
channel, therefore becomes broader and larger as the donor is
placed more closely to the surface, entirely raising the channel
potential energy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The channel-size dependency of P-dopant placement in
free-standing circular Si nanowires is understood well using
a 10-band sp3d5s∗ atomistic tight-binding approach, where
the charge and potential energy profiles are self-consistently
determined by Schrödinger-Poisson simulations. Assuming a
doping constant of ∼2×1019, we study realistically sized Si
nanowires that are fundamentally hard to be simulated using
first principle theories. For nanowires of a channel cross-
section ≥ 20nm, we observe more uniform doping reduces
the channel energy while the pattern does’t happen in smaller
cross-sections, indicating donors are not likely to diffuse into
the channel during the process of nanowire synthesis.

The reason of this pattern is investigated by simulating
charge-neutral 20nm Si nanowires changing the placement of
a single P-atom inside the channel. As the P-atom moves
closer to the channel surface, it becomes harder to be fully
screened along the direction towards the surface by electrons
due to the lack of space. Consequently, electrons spread more
towards the inside of the channel to maintain the charge-
neutrality, increasing the overall channel potential energy. This
work, combined with the strong connection to the recent
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experimental work [2], presents a comprehensive theoretical
framework for understanding highly doped nanowires.
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